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GENWrLEMEN,-Some important

improvements have been recently

made in endoscopic apparatus for examining the various cavities
of the body.
the thirty years that I have been connected
with the
I have from time to time demonstrated here

Duiring

lhospital,

adopted for this purbeen used for the more accessible cavities,
for the throat, ear, and vagina; but they have been

the various contrivances which have been

pose. They
notoriously

have

long

also used for cavities which are more difficult to enter, such as
bladder, and more recently the stomach. The first instru-

the

brought here, some twenty-five years ago, was the
endoscope of Desormeaux, of Paris, and it was emthe wards under my care. It was used not only for the

ment that I
well-known

ployed

in

bladder and the

cannot

say

urethra,

but

occasionally

that I think it was of much

I

for the rectum.

service;

but it

was,

of

course, desirable and necessary that in a great medical school men
Then Dr. Cruise, of Dublin,
the illuminating power of the instrument, and we found
it better than the other. We had also a small endoscope designed
should see such inventions tested.

improved

by Mr. Warwick, which was much less costly than the others, and
answered nearly every purpose.
After this no great change took
place in endoscopic appliances until 1879, when it was reported
that Mr. Leiter, of Vienna, the well-known and skilful
maker there, had devised a very remarkable

instrument

apparatus for

ex-

amining

the bladder and stomach. I made it my business that
autumn to visit Vienna, and had the advantage of using Leiter's
instrument in the Allgemeine Krankenhaus, with my friend Professor Dittel, the distinguished surgeon there.
I found it difficult to use successfully, althouglh far more efficient than its
predecessors. I therefore ordered one, and exhibited it for the
first time in the theatre here in April, 1880, on living patients.
It was a large and cumbrous machine, but by means of it an
incandescent wire heated by electricity was introduced into the
interior of the bladder.
In all preceding instruments the source
of light had been outside, and a ray was thrown by a mirror or a
prism into the bladder, the observation being made only by transmitted light. But Leiter, with whom was associated Dr. Nitze,
succeeded in illuminating the bladder by direct rays. The heat,
however, arising from the incandescent wire rendered it neces-

constantly flowing

sary to provide a current of cold water
minute channel round the
from the outside
extreme end of the sound, and
to make an exit
the handle, otherwise the bladder would have been
involved a very
and

instrument,
returning

costly

in a

to the

throuigh
injured. This
complicated apparatus. Moreover, it

was too unwieldy to be carried about in a carriage, a condition
which limited its usefulness considerably.
But more
Leiter hias succeeded in
the
and the
and now without
a
Swan
sufficiently small
to lie within the
of a hollow souind not more than No. 22
or 23 in size (of the
can
introduced into the
bladder. Moreover, no constant
of water is now
to reduce the temperature; but it is still necessary to follow

simplifying
process
difficulty tiny
lamp,
apex
Frenclh scale),
be
supply

certain
results.
In the
by a

ruiles

in order to

ensure

recently
maclhine,

required

safety and to obtain good

apparatus now before youi the electric current is supplied
battery of four or six cells (a hichromate is employed), besides

wlhiel there are the connecting wires with two sounds, one sllpplie(d with an opening to show the anterior wall, sides, and floor
of the bladder, and one to show the posterior wall.
The first step is to move the handle of the
the elements of ench cell into the
fluid and
The rheostat must then be
current.
so as to

exciting
adjusted
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battery, wlich sinks
furnislhes the
produce the

maximum of resistance, that is, to diminish the current as much
as possible before making contact with the little electric lamp,
whlch would be destroyed by too large a charge. The amount of
light displayed will show you whether you require more, and if
so you will move the slidle until sufficient brilliancy is attained.
The apparatus is now ready for action.
But certain rutles must be followed in orler to employ the
apparatus safely and efficiently.
First, it is necessary that the bladder should contain fluiid; the
light cannot be employed in an empty hhldder, as a considerable
degree of heat is produced; a quanitity not less than six ounces is
desirable, eight or ten may sometimes be better.
Secondly, the fluid must be transparent; it is desirable to
remove all cloudy urine, and more especially if anvy sourco of
hmmorrhage exists there, to wash out the bladder so gently as not
to excite, if this be possible, any fresh flow of bloo(d. Since the
examination is, as we shall presently see, chiefly usefuil for the
discovery of papillomatous growths, or for ascertaining the fact
of their absence, the greatest care and gentleniess mutst be employed in every step of the process.
Thirdly, this having been done, the sound No. 1 must be carefully passed into the bladder before the circuit is completed and
the light produced; otherwise injury might be inflicted on the
urethra by passing the lighted sound along the canal. For thte
same reason the light must be extinguished before the soundl is
withdrawn from the bladder. The best way is to pass the sounid
before attaching to it the connecting wires, and to do this latter
only when it has been placed in proper position.
Fourthly, when the beak of the sound is felt free witbin the
partially distended bladder, it should be pressed in nearlv fas far
as it 'will go, and then the wires attached connecting it with the.
current; after this the little handle is moved which completes the
circuit, and then if all is right, the light instantly appears. If
the fluid is clear, the observer will, on looking through the external end of the sound which contains a small telescope, obtain a
distinct view of the anterior part of the vesical wall. This view
is obtained by means of a small prism situated at the angle between5the shaft and beak, so that the rays of liglht are transmitted
from the surface to the observer's eye. By gentle movements,
which must be learned by practice, and cannot be verbally taught
or described, different portions of each lateral wall and of the
floor can be observed at pleasure. But the posterior third of the
cavity is outside the sphere of vision through sound No. 1.
No. 2 must be introduced, and be managed in the same manner
as the former, if it is required, employing for it the little telscope removed from the first instrument for the purpose. Mind
also that you do not forget when the lighted sound is within the
bladder, that the beak should not be permitted to rest at any spot
for more than a few seconds in close contact witlh the wall of the
cavity, lest it should be slightly injured thereby; it is wise to
keep the beak gently moving. And when the sound is removed
from the bladder, should it be relighted, the beak must be placed
in a vessel of water, otlherwise the Swan lamp or the crystal
covering it, may suffer from undue heat. The light should never
burn above one minute in air. If it is not wanted for a minute
or two, turn off the current or put the light under water.
[A male patient, about 60 years of age, was now brought in under
ether, whose case was a suitable one for exploration. Eight
ounces of warm water were introduced into the bladder after
withdrawing the urine. Seated between the patient's lower
extremities, which hung over the end of the operating table,
the lecturer introduced the souind and, having lighted it, was
able after a minute or two to say that the fluid was clear,
no trace of blood having appeared, that the mucous membrane
presented a healthy tint of pale pinkish yellowv, but that therewas an unusual amount of fasciculation of the muscular fibres
in every direction, probably caused by some obstruction of the
prostate to the natural ouitflow. This, indeed, was very well
marked; no other morbid condition was present. This deseriptioII was verified by a number of persons pre.;ent whio in tiurni
examined the organ througlh the endoscope. This done, the leeturer proceeded :]
You will naturally ask, In what cases is it likely that
the instruiment will be clliefly useful? Certainly before all
others in the case of those small bleeding tunvoturs, reispecting
thle presence of which, but more especially the exten. (of
their development, it is often difflcullt to arrive nt an accu1rate conclusion. I refer especially to the pal)illomatous tumours, the distingUishing character of wlhich is their h6itory cf
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repeated attacks of livematuria during a considerable period of
time. They maty develop slowly for two, three, or four years
before the loss of blood becvomes considerable. Thiey are often for
islog time uniaccompaniedI byr pain or by frequiency of pasig
wateir. The way by whiceh youi generally arrive at a positive
knowledg,e that the bladder contains suie I a tumouir is not by
souuldinc; as for stone, because thte sound is not capable of apprecist iug a small soft tumour. The mode of determining the fact is
to search for a tiny shired of the growth expelled withi the urine,
and1 it is very strange indeed if youi do not findI one after the expendituire of a little time and patience, and are able to identify
thie structure of papilloma, which is quite chiaracteristic. When

yot hiave fouind this you may be certain that there is more or less
of thie morbid product thiere. But you cannot tell whether you
hiave, to deal withi one growth or two, or more, or whether it is
because neither the sound in the bladder nor the exlarge or small,the
rectum will afford you any information whatever
amination by
on these points. In suchecases it has been'sometimes necessary to
make an incision into the urethra by the perineum in order to
obtain these data, and I think this will still be necessary in some
examples;- but in others, perhaps in most, we may now be able to
ascertain the facts by means of this instrument. Still wlien, as
not infrequently happens, the tumour is so -vascular that the
introduction of the instrument produces a considerable outflow of
blood, it is useless to pretend that the endoscope will enable us to
realise the number or size of the growths in the cavity. If, on
the othier hand, we suceceed by very gentle manipulation in washing out the bladder. clearing, it of all opaque matters, andI introduce six or eighit ounces of fairly clear water, then I think the
instrument will enable us to obtain the information required.
One wordI more in relation to tumours. So far as cancerous
vesical growths are concerned-those tumours which you can feel
the presence of from the rectum and elsewhere--little or no occasion exists to use an endoscope; and it wouldI mostly be the means
of inflicting suffering without adequate advantage to the patient
t,o examine the cavity. Thus, I do not say that it m'ighit not be of
use sometimes, but, as a rule, that is a condition in which the proceeding might well be sparedl.
[The second patient brought in was one from whom a considerable portion of the prostate haid been excised by suiprapubic
operation abouit a fortnight, before, by Mr. Christopher Ileathi, who
wa l)present atnd joined in the examination of both patients. The
external wound hiad nearly healed; nothiing, however, could be
seen, fromn the patienlt's inability to retain more than fouir ounces,
andi owing to thie presence of blood oozing from the prostate,
althoughi the sound passed withouit any difficulty.
11 crc, thien, youi see an example of the effect of blood to interfere
with visual examination,

just referred to; and it is

a

condition

coninonly miet%with in cases of papillomatous tumours.
There is aniother class of cases for whiceh the apparatus may possibly offer on rare occasions some service. We now and then meet
witht foreigni bodies introduced into the bladder, of which, for
.some reason or other, a clear history is not always obtained. I
have met withi several instaLnces of foreign bodies, in my time,
most, of thiem broken cathieters, and have rarely had any difficulty
in remioving them;- in one only -was it serious ; it occurred in this
hospital more than twenty years ago. A hiairpin lay right across
thte bladder, so that I could not move it when seized by the lithotrite. I then did the high operation, and removed the hairpin
withi some difficulty. I found it lying transversely right and left,
-with its pointed eiids embedded in the mucous membrane, so that
it was imnpossible to remove it by the nstural passage.
aI.s I have said, only a douibtfuil hiistory is furnished; there is some
rea.son for reticence, b)0th in regard to the body supposed to be in
time bladder and the method by whichi it arrived there. I remember
at (11150 in the country in whichi a boy hiad introduced an ear of oats
or r-ye, the spikes of which lying in the right direction ensured its
rapid progrress to the cavity. In another case in this hospital I
ow4 out at piece of sealing-wax. The history of this was not clear,
an0d we didI not quiite believe the story given, but sounding reveah'd thte presence of a hiard mass. I performed medianlithiotomy,
removring a phosphatic calculus, with an inch of sealing-wax for
its niuckeus. I mnay isay thatt 1 have twice removed sealing-wax
thus;, andI also twice removed a hairpin. In cases of this kind,
-when, you are uncertain as to the facet and desire further informatioii, youi may ascertain the nature of the foreign body by this
ins%trument,
Then occasionatlly there may be. a suspicion of impacted cal(uhils. This is a very rare condition,. and should not be too
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readily suspected to be present. Yet here, too, the endoscope
may sometimes throw valuable light-literally-on the situ-

ation.
low much it may be necessary to uise thle instrumnent for the
urethra is a matter of individual opinion. I should say that it
is very easy to use it unnecessarily, If, liowever, you p ropose to
employ it in any given case, it will be generally desirable first to
apply a solution of cocaine, of 4 or ,5 per cent., for some. eight or
ten minutes, in ordler to prevent paini. The urethra is a very
delicate tube, and only now and thieni wvanits inspection. I do not
think you oughit to require the, instrutment for 8tricture, unless in
cases of exceptional difficulty; for all ordlinary caes" are managed
with the least amount of irrtation to the passage when treated
withi simple instruments; by a sensitive and intelligent hand. 1
have never yet, thiroughiout my experience of urethiral stricture,
met withi a case in which I hiave derived the slightest advantage
by inspection. This, of course, refers to the old endoscopic appli
ances, and I will not say that the present may not be superior in
this respect. But I know the urethra well enough to be aware
that the introduction of a tube distuirbs the relations of the
minute orifice, and is by no means so advantageous in practice as
by thieory it appears to be. Theo kind of hiandling whichi I have
found invariably successful for the narrowest and most difficult
stricture cannot be adopted wlien the canal is occupied by a
metal tube. But there are othier conditions besides stricture for
whicll the endoscope may render some service. The passage is
sometimes the subjlect of lttle papillomatous growthis and congested conditions, which may be removed by an application,
say, of some caustic, and you may ascertain the particular spot
witli ease, and touch it at the same time, by means of this in-

strument.
In conclusion, I thiink you will hiave already arrived at the
conviction that it will not be necessary -very frequently to employ the apparatus I hiave shown you in thle diagnosis of vesical
disea-se. For the fact is not to be altogether overlooked that its
employment taxes thie urethira and bladder more severely, for
example, than the ordinary operation of sounding for stone, and
should, therefore, not be resorted to without adequate necessity.
In relation to the presence of papilloma and some othier obscure
conditions, it may sometimes reader essential service; but do

not regard it as an instrument that is in any case to be used for
diagnosis, except. as a special resource when other and ordinary
resources have failed. Do not give up in any respect the simple

means of prosecuting diagnostic research hitherto employed; but
by all means keep it in reserve for certain exceptional cases whien
other usual methiods hiave been tried and hiave proved unsuccessful. You may then occasionally find it a valuable ally.
________________________________

CoR-K (Population, 81,2200). Decreasingq Prevalmece of Typhus.that the mortality returns for 1886 are very
favourable comparison withi those of other
bear
satisfactory, and
towns. There, was a maLrked improvement in the deathi-rate of
the city compared with other years. The annual death-rate from
all cau-ses was 20.8, the infantile deathi-rate 2.4, and the zymotic:
deatli-rate 0.9. Typhus fever, which has always been very prevayear
leti
es 83 i
the total number reported. In 1881, 1,261caeoftidsae
had come under notice. Dr. Donovan attributes theo decline of
this fever to the reduction whiceh hias taken place in the over-
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houses are suibjected. Typhoid fever was unusuially prevalent,
and caused 17 deathis. The precautions taken proved effectuall in
preventing thie spread of the disease, whichl at onie time shiowed
signs of becoming epidlemic. Scarlatiiia was much less fatal than
in 18815 , the deaths being nearly 50 per cent. less than in that
year. Many instancees were met withi during the year whiere
patients suffering from scarlatina were lying a few feet from
pans of milk exposed for sale: and in one case the manrager of a
large dairy in the city was removed to the hospital suffering from
the disease. In all these eases the sale of milk was immediately
stopped. Dr. Donovan has devoted a considerable portion of his
report to the question of domestic scaveniging. If his efforts are
successful in securing the removal of thie offensive privies and
middens, and the general substitution of water-closets, the healthi
of the city will undoubtedly be benefited.

